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Why Use Online Discussions?

1. Build Community
2. Make discussions accessible to more people
3. Provide students a chance to analyze and evaluate material (Bloom’s Taxonomy!)
4. Be able to see the level of understanding students have of material. Have they just memorized???
Steps in creating Engaging Discussions

1. What is the goal of the discussion? (Objectives) For example:
   - Class introductions
   - Analysis of material

2. Create a discussion prompt based on your objective.
   - Bloom’s Taxonomy can help here for creating clear objectives for discussion (or any course activities).
Examples

If you want students to ‘Apply’ a concept, you could prompt them to “Identify three ways global warming has impacted the world’s economy.

If you want the highest level of learning, ‘creating’, you could prompt students to discuss and “compile” a list of five causes of global warming. With your group, order the list in level of impact and provide reasons for how you prioritized your list.”
Parts of a good discussion prompt

1. Find a balance between closed and open ended questions.
   - Yes and No questions don’t provide an opportunity for discussion but too open ended can make it difficult for students to know expectations for the assignment.

2. Have measurable components if you are going to grade the discussions.
   - Include numerical expectations (Identify three ways…)

How to encourage engagement within the discussion

1.) Specify if responses are necessary and refer to what you are looking for. You can pull specifics from Bloom’s Taxonomy here.

- **Example:** You need to respond to at least three original posts. Responses must include either a question and why you have that question or a statement with a rationale and reference to support the statement.
How to encourage engagement within the discussion

Provide opportunities for more than typed responses.
A few helpful links

- UCONN ECAMPUS: Developing Engaging Online Discussions
- How to write engaging questions for online forums

If you have more questions, please don’t hesitate to email me at Mandie.nash@bellevuecollege.edu or see me in e-learning on Mondays from 12:00pm – 4:00pm.